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Abstract. A large number of skeletonization algorithms for binary images use the method of 
thinning: successive layers of pixels are deleted from the figure until it becomes one pixel thick. 
In this paper we analyze the topological properties of the set D of pixels to be deleted from a 
figure F in order to get a skeleton. We characterize them by the concept of strong k-deletability 
(k = 4 or 8). For individual pixels, strong k-deletability is equivalent to a more general property 
that we call k-deletability, which is a well-known connectivity requirement assumed--at least 
implicitly--in all existing thinning algorithms. We show then that a strongly k-deletable subset 
D of a figure F can be deleted by a succession of deletions of individual pixels P l , . . . ,  Pt, where 
each Pl is k-deletable from F\{pjIj< i}. This justifies our definition of strong deletability and 
shows that any topologically valid skeleton can be obtained by some thinning process. 
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1. Introduction 
One can find in the literature a large number of algorithms producing skeletons 
from arbitrary binary images. Most of them use the method of thinning: successive 
layers of pixels are deleted from the figure until it becomes one pixel thick. In 
general, the pixels are deleted according to certain criteria based on the configuration 
of white and black pixels in their 8-neighbourhood. We do not intend to list them; 
we can give as examples the algorithms of [2] and [8], which are sequential and 
parallel respectively. 
The features which must be retained in the skeletonization process are of a 
'topological' or 'geometrical' nature (see also [1 ]). The 'digital topology' considered 
here is based on the adjacency relations between pixels and has a different meaning 
from what one calls 'topology' or 'discrete topology' in mathematics (based on open 
and closed sets), although some concepts (connectedness, holes, Euler numbers, 
etc.) can be defined in both. In fact, the topological requirements of skeletonization 
can be stated in very rigorous terms, while the geometrical requirements are more 
vague and admit different~mathematical formulations. 
In this paper we study the topological aspects of the skeletonization process. 
Although one often claims that the topological requirements of thinning are well 
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known, this knowledge is in general intuitive, and it is rarely formalized beyond 
deletability conditions for individual pixels (Yokoi's numbers, ee [11, 12]). 
In Section 2 we analyze the topological properties of the set D of pixels to be 
deleted from a figure F in order to get a skeleton. This leads to the concept of 
k-deletability and strong k-deletability (k = 4 or 8), with the latter being more suitable 
than the former. For 4-connected sets (in particular, for individual pixels), these 
two concepts are equivalent, and the meaning of the k-deletability of a pixel is well 
understood [6, 11, 12]. It is a basic connectivity-preservation requirement in every 
known thinning algorithm (see, for example, [2, 8, 10]). 
In Section 3 we show that a strongly k-deletable subset D of a figure F can be 
deleted by a succession of deletions of individual pixels Pl,. •. ,  Pt, where each p~ is 
k-deletable from F\{pjlj<i}. A major consequence of this result is that any 
topologically valid skeleton can be obtained by some thinning process. Hence, the 
choice of the method of thinning for skeletonization purposes is not fortuitous. 
Moreover, it justifies our choice of the strong k-deletability as the topological 
requirement for skeletonization. 
2. Deletability and strong deletability 
Let G be a rectangular or quadruled grid consisting of pixels. We call the frame 
of G the set of pixels in the first and last rows and columns of (3, and we write it 
FG. Consider a binary image on G, that is, a partition of G into white and black 
pixels. We call the set of black pixels of G the figure and denote it F; on the other 
hand, the set of white pixels of G will be called the background and denoted B. 
Clearly, B = G\F.  Generally, one assumes that the frame FG is entirely included 
in B, which we call the Frame Assumption (FA) [3]. We will make the more general 
Restricted Frame Assumption (RFA) which states that the frame FG is entirely 
included either in B or in F [3]. Two adjacency relations can be defined on G: the 
4- and 8-adjaceneies. Given a number of k equal to 4 or 8, we will then speak of 
the k-adjacency, k-connected sets, etc. 
For a set A, denote the size of A by IAI. Given two arbitrary subsets S and T of 
G, let C~(k, T) denote the set of k-connected components of T with 
Ck(T)--I~(k, T)I, (1) 
and let C~(k, T, S) denote the set of k-connected components of T which are 
k-adjacent or k-connected to S with 
C,( T, S) "--I~(k, T, S)l. (2) 
Let D designate an arbitrary subset of figure F. Hereafter, we shall contemplate 
deletion of D from F, thereby obtaining a new figure F '=  F\D, with background 
B' = B u D. Recall that if k-connectedness i  used for F and F', then the opposite 
connectedness must be used for B and B' (see [3, 6]), and we call it the k'- 
connectedness with k'= 12-k for k = 4 or 8. 
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The purpose of this paper is to examine the behaviour of skeletonization algorithms 
from a topological viewpoint. It is evident hat deletion of some subset D from F 
may change the topology of E Therefore, our first step will be to determine the 
conditions to be imposed on D in order that the topological structure of F be 
preserved. 
The topological structure of F is characterized by the set of k-connected com- 
ponents of F, the set of k'-connected components of B, their adjacency and surround- 
ing relations, and the relation of FG to F and B [3, 5, 7]. 
Invariance of the numbers of connected components of the figure and the back- 
ground is, clearly, the first necessary condition to be satisfied by the deletion of D 
from E So, we must have 
and 
Ck(F)=Ck(P') (3) 
Ck,(B)= Ck,(B'). (4) 
In general, conditions (3) and (4) are not sufficient o guarantee the invariance 
of the topological structure of F under deletion of D. Fig. 1 displays three examples 
where D satisfies (3) and (4), and F and F' are not topologically equivalent: 
Connected components of the figure are split or erased, while connected components 
of the background are merged or created. Moreover, the geometrical structure of 
the figure is distorted by the absence of correspondence b tween connected com- 
ponents of F and F'. In fact, one expects from the skeletonization process that it 
maintains a natural correspondence b tween the connected components of F and 
B on the one hand, and those of F'  and B' on the other hand. 






Fig. 1. (a) k = 4 or 8. (b) k = 4. (c)  k = 4 or 8. 
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We note that F'_c F and we define a map 
~ : qg(k, F ' )~  Cg(k, F), (5) 
with X'~ = X iff X' ~ X. Similarly, as B ~ B', we have a map 
f l :~(k ' ,B)~ ~(k', B'), (6) 
with Yfl = Y' iff Y~ Y'. 
Now, four common sense requirements readily translate into an equal number 
of formal conditions. 
- A connected component of the figure cannot be split. Formally, an element of 
~(k, F) contains at most one element of C¢(k, F'), i.e., 
is injective. (7a) 
- A connected component of the figure cannot be erased. Formally, an element of 
~(k, F) contains at least one element of CO(k, F'), i.e., 
is surjective. (7b) 
- Two or more connected components of the background cannot be merged into 
a single one. Formally, an element of C¢(k', B') contains at most one element of 
~(k', B), i.e., 
fl is injective. (8a) 
-A  connected component of the background cannot be created. Formally, an 
element of C¢(k', B') contains at least one element of ~(k', B), i.e., 
13 is surjective. (8b) 
It is clear that any two of (3), (7a), and (7b) imply the third, and similarly for 
(4), (8a), and (8b). 
The following lemma translates these four conditions in terms of D. 
Lemma 2.1. Consider the following four conditions: 
VA~ ~(k, D), Ck(F',A)<~I. (9a) 
VAe ~(k, D), Ck(F',A)>O. (9b) 
VZ ~ rg(k', D), Ck,(B, Z) <~ 1. (10a) 
VZe ~(k', D), Ck,(B,Z)>O. (10b) 
Then, (i) (7a)¢~(9a), (ii) (7b)c:~(9b), (iii) (8a)C:~(lOa), and (iv) (8b)cc(lOb). 
Proof. We need only prove (i) and (ii). For (iii) and (iv) we only have to interchange 
F and B', F '  and B, k and k', q~ and/ / in  the following proof. 
(i) If (9a) does not hold, then Ck(F', A)>_.2 for some A~ C~(k, D). Let X, Ye 
cO(k, F', A) ,  with X # Y. Then,  X u A u Y is k-connected and it belongs to some 
We C~(k, F). As X, Y_~ W, (7a) does not hold. 
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If (7a) does not hold, then there is some We ~(k, F) containing at least two 
distinct X, Ye ~¢(k, F'). As F= F 'u  D, W is a union of elements of ~(k, F') and 
elements of CO(k, D). Consider a k-path P in W joining X to Y. It goes successively 
through elements of ~¢(k, F') and ~(k, D) alternately. As X # Y, there is some 
A e CO(k, D) and some Xo, X~ e qg(k, F') such that X0 # X 1 and P goes successively 
through Xo, A, and X~. Then, Xo, X~ e ~(k, F', A) and so, (9a) does not hold. 
(ii) If (9b) does not hold, then Ck(F', A) = 0 for some A e ~(k, D). As F = D u F', 
and Ck(D, A)= 0 (by definition), A e ~(k, F) and so (7b) does not hold since A 
contains no element of CO(k, F'). 
If (7b) does not hold, then there is some We ~(k, F) such that W contains no 
element of ~(k, F'). As F = F 'u  D, W___ D and so We ~(k, D) and Ck(F', W) = 0 
(since We qg(k, F)). Thus, (9b) does not hold. [] 
We may conclude from the above that to guarantee the invariance of the topologi- 
cal structure of F and B, D must be subjected to the following conditions: 
q~ is bijective, (7c) 
/3 is bijective, (8c) 
which, by Lemma 2.1, are equivalent to 
VAe ~(k, D), Ck(F',A)=I (9c) 
and 
VZeCg(k',D), C~,(B,Z)=I, (10c) 
respectively. 
We shall now show that if D is 4-connected, then conditions (3) and (4) which 
express the invadance of the numbers of connected components of the figure and 
the background suffice to imply (9c) and (10c), hence, (7c) and (8c) also. To this 
end we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let S and T be two disjoint subsets of G. Suppose that S is k-connected. 
Then 
Ck( T)= Ck( Tu  S)+ Ck( T, S) -  1. (11) 
In particular, Ck( T) = Ck( T U S) if and only if 
Ck( T, S) = I. (12) 
Proof. Let m-Ck(T,  S) and n--Ck(T)--Ck(T, S) (m, n>~O). Let T I , . . . ,  Tm bethe 
elements of Cg(k, T, S), and T~,...,  T" be those of Cg(k, T)\~(k, T, S). Then, the 
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elements of ~(k, Tu  S) are 
(T1u- - -u  T,,,)uS, T~, . . . ,  T'. 
Thus, we have 
Ck(T)=m+n,  Ck(TuS)=n+l ,  
Then, (11) follows with (12) as an immediate consequence. 
Ck( T, S)= m. 
[] 
Next, let us apply Lemma 2.2 to D. 
First, if D is k-connected, we set S= D and T= F'. From (12) we find that 
equation (3) holds if and only if 
Ck(F', D)= I. (13) 
Second, if D is k'-connected, we set S = D and T= B. From (12) we find that 
equation (4) holds if and only if 
Ck,(B, D) = 1. (14) 
Now, D is 4-connected if and only if it is both k- and k'-connected. Thus, we get 
the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  D is 4-connected, then (3) and (4) are equivalent to (13) and (14) 
respectively. 
We have characterized a condition for a one-to-one correspondence b tween the 
connected components of F and F', and those of B and B'. One of our goals in 
the next section will be to demonstrate that this correspondence preserves the 
neighbourhood relations between these connected components. 
We need also consider the relation of figure F to the frame FG of G. In order 
to be consistent with the assumption that F satisfies the RFA, we shall also assume 
that F'  satisfies the RFA. Moreover, we shall require that the deletion of D from 
F does not change the colour o f  FG. In other words, we impose one of  the fol lowing 
two conditions: 
- if FG c_ G, then FG c_ B'; 
- if FG ~ F, then FG c_ F'. 
Clearly, this holds if and only if 
Dc~FG=O. (15) 
Let us now summarize our results thus far. We have established two different sets 
of conditions which allow the deletion of D from F. One set is stronger than the 
other, but if D is 4-connected, then they are equivalent. This leads us to give the 
following definitions. 
Definition 2.4. Given D c F, F '= F \D,  and B'= B u D. We shall say that D is 
k-deletable from F if and only if Ck( F) = Ck( F'), Ck,( B) = Ck,( B'), and D c~ FG =0. 
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Definition 2.5. Given DE_ F, F'= F\D,  and B'= B u 19. We shall say that D is 
strongly k-deletable from F if and only if q~ and/3 are both bijective (or, equivalently, 
VA~ ~(k, D), Ck(F', A) = 1, and VZ ~ C¢(k', D), Ck,(B, Z) = 1) and Dc~ FG =0. 
Fig. 2 displays examples of sets D which are either strongly 8-deletable but not 
4-deletable (Fig. 2(a)), or strongly 4-deletable but not 8-deletable (Fig. 2(b)). In 
simple configurations, uch as that in Fig. 2(c), the connected components of D are 
both strongly 4-deletable and strongly 8-deletable. This observation prompts us to 
give the following definition. 
(a) ~11 I~ • D 
• : F \D  
Cb) 
(c) 
Fig. 2. (a) Strongly 8-deletable, but not 4-deletable. (b) Strongly 4-deletable, but not 8-deletable. 
(c) Both strongly 4- and 8-deletable. 
Definition 2.6. Given D c_ F, F'= F\D,  and B'= B u D we shall say that D is 
(strongly) (4, 8)-deletable from F if it is both (strongly) 4-deletable from F, and 
(strongly) 8-deletable from F. 
We have shown that if D is strongly k-deletable from F, then it is k-deletable 
from F; but the converse is not true, except if D is 4-connected. For an individual 
pixel, k-deletability is a well-known concept [6, 11, 12]. It is basically the deletion 
criterion in every thinning algorithm (see, for example, [2, 8, 10]). 
In the next section we shall show that if D is strongly k-deletable, the deletion 
of D from F can be realized by a succession of deletions of k-deletable pixels from 
F. This is, indeed, what happens in thinning algorithms. 
3. A characterization of strong deletability 
In this section, our goal is to show (Theorem 3.4) that if D is strongly k-deletable 
from F, then D contains trongly k-deletable pixels, and the deletion of D from F 
can be realized by a succession of deletions of these pixels. This property is, in fact, 
a characterization f strongly k-deletable subsets. In the first place we characterize 
deletable subsets of D. Next, we show that a strongly k-deletable set always contains 
a k-deletable pixel. Finally, we combine these two results to obtain our main theorem. 
Let us first remark that the following result is obvious. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let Dc_ F\FG, D'c_ D, and D"= D\D'. Then any two of the following 
statements imply the third: 
(i) D' is k-deletabIe from E 
(ii) D" is k-deletable from F\D'. 
(iii) D is k-deletable from F. 
The corresponding result in terms of strong deletability is the following. 
Lemma 3.2. Let D, D', and D" be the three subsets of D which satisfy the hypothesis 
and the three statements of Lemma 3.1. Then, the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) D is strongly k-deletable from F. 
(ii) D' is strongly k-deletable from F and D" is strongly k-deletable from F\D'. 
Proof. We have the following six maps: 
~or,: (¢(k, F\D)-~ CO(k, F), 
tPo": C~(k, F \D)~ ~(k, F\D'), 
~oo,: ~(k, F\D')-~ CO(k, F), 
[3D : C~(k', B) -~ ~(k',  B u D), 
(16) 
flD': (¢(k', BUD')--> ~'(k', BUD) ,  
flO': ~(k', B)--> Cg(k', BUD'),  
corresponding to (5) and (6). It is clear that 
~pO=~OD,,'q~O, and ~o=flo,'flo,,. (17) 
As the three statements of Lemma 3.1 hold, we have 
Ck(F)=Ck(F\D~)=Ck(F\D) and Ck,(B)=Ck,(BuD')=Ck,(BwD). (18) 
By (16), (17), and (18) it is clear that q~O is bijective if and only if both ~PD" and cpD, 
are bijective, and likewise in terms of ft. Now, statement (i) means that CO and flo 
are bijective, while statement (ii) means that q~D', /3D,, ¢r,~, and /3D- are bijective. 
Therefore, these two statements are equivalent. [] 
We can now pass to the second step of our analysis and show that for every 
strongly deletable D, one can find a pixel p e D such that Lemma 3.2 holds with 
D'={p} and D"= D\{p}. 
Proposition 3.3. Let DE F\FG. Let x stand for 4, 8, or (4, 8). I f  D is strongly 
x-deletable from F, then there exists a pixel p e Y such that p is x-deletable from F. 
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Proof. We define two numbers kl and k2 as follows: 
(i) kl is the smallest k (k = 4 or 8) intervening in x. 
(ii) k2 is the smallest k' (k' =4 or 8) such that k = 12-k '  intervenes in x. 
In other words, we set: 
- For x = k (where k = 4 or 8), kl -" k and k2 ---" k'. 
- For x = (4, 8), kl - k2 - 4. 
The strong x-deletability of D implies that, for X ~ ~(k~, D) and Ys  ~(k2, D), 
Ckl(F',X)=Ck2(B, Y)=l .  Thus: 
(i) For every q ~ D there is a k~-connected path P included in F which joins p 
to F'. We will write P(q) for the shortest path of this type. 
(ii) D contains at least one pixel which is k2-adjacent to B. 
Now we can choose a pixel p ~ D such that: 
(a) p is k2-adjacent to B, and 
(b) w.r.t. (a), P(p) is the longest possible path. 
We shall show that p is x-deletable from F. It is sufficient o show that, for k = 4 
or 8, p is k-deletable f romf  if k intervenes in x (in other words, if x = k or x = (4, 8)). 
Let Y be the k'-connected component of D containing p.The strong k-deletability 
of D implies that Ck,(B, Y) = 1. As p is k2-adjacent to B and k2 ~< k', p is k'-adjacent 
to B. Therefore, Ck,(B, p)= 1. 
Let X be the k-connected component of D containing p. The strong k-deletability 
of D implies that there is a unique k-connected component U of F'  which is 
k-adjacent to X. In particular, every k-connected subset of F joining an element 
of X to F'  must intersect U. 
Let V be the k-connected component of F\{p} containing U. As X is a k- 
connected subset of F joining p to U, V is k-adjacent to p. Thus, Ck(F\{p}, p) > O. 
Suppose now that Ck(F\{p}, p) > 1 and that F\{p} contains a second k-connected 
component W which is k-adjacent to p. Then, W n V = 0 and, in particular, W n U = 
0. Let q be a pixel in W which is k-adjacent to p. As p ~ X and q ~ U, dearly q ~ X. 
As W n U = 0, our remark in the preceding paragraph implies that W does not 
contain a k-connected subset joining q to F'; in other words, Wn F' =0. Hence, 
W_~ D and no pixel of W is 4-adjacent to F'. Therefore, W must contain some 
pixel r which is 4-adjacent to B. Consider the shortest k~-connected path P(r) 
contained in F which joins r to F'. By assumptions (a) and (b) made on p, the path 
P(r) cannot be longer than P(p), and, in particular, P(r) does not contain p. As 
kl <~ k, P(r) is k-connected,..and as P(r) ~ F\{p}, P(r) ~ W; but then Wn F '# 0, 
a contradiction. Therefore, we must have Ck(F\{p}, p) = 1. 
The two equalities C~,(B, p)= 1 and Ck(F\{p},p)= 1 mean that the pixel p is 
(strongly) k-deletable from F. As this holds for any k (with k = 4 or 8) intervening 
in x, p is (strongly) x-deletable from F. [] 
Proposition 3.3 brings to an end this part of our analysis. By iterative applications 
of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and Proposition 3.3, we obtain our fundamental result which 
characterizes strong deletability. 
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Theorem 3A. Let D ~ F \  FG. Let t = l D [ (we assume t> l ) .  Let x=4,8  or (4,8). 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) D is strongly x-deletable from F. 
(ii) We can label the elements of  D, Pl, . . . , Pt, in such a way that each p~, 1 <<- i <~ t, 
is x-deletable f rom F \{p j  IJ < i}. 
An interesting consequence of this theorem is the preservation of the adjacency 
tree [3, 7] of a figure by the deletion of a strongly deletable set. Indeed, it is easily 
seen that if a k-deletable pixel p is deleted from figure F, then F and F -p  have 
the same adjacency tree. As the argument can be repeated iteratively, it follows that 
F and F \D  have the same adjacency tree. 
It can also be shown (see [4, Propositions 6and 7]) that if D is strongly k-deletable 
from F, then: 
(a) every 8-connected component of D is strongly k-deletable from F, and 
(b) at least one 4-connected component of D is strongly k-deletable from F. 
In fact, (a) is a straightforward consequence of (9c) and (10c), while (b) can be 
obtained by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.3. We can thus content 
ourselves to decompose D in its 8-connected components first, and then to delete 
each of them by a succession of deletions of its 4-connected components. Thus, in 
(ii) we can choose the pi's in such a way that, for k = 4 or 8, every k-connected 
component of D is of the form {Ps[ i ~< s<~j} for some i, j such that 1 <~ i ~<j <~ t. 
4. Conclusion 
We remark that thinning algorithms proceed by successive deletions of individual 
pixels, and our theorem states that any strongly deletable part of the figure can be 
deleted in such a way. Aside from the topological considerations put forth in Section 
2, this provides additional justification for our choice of strong deletability condi- 
tions. 
Moreover, our result means that topology-preserving skeletonization can basically 
be achieved by some thinning process. It becomes thus natural that most skeletoniz- 
ation algorithms found in the literature are indeed based on the thinning method. 
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